
 

BPCA Executive Summary 

NDA 21-087/NDA 21-246 


Tamiflu capsules and for oral suspension 


I. Description of Data Reviewed for Exclusivity 

I. A. NDA 21-246, SN 000, submitted June 15, 2000, review completed 

December 14, 2000 


This NDA submission consisted of 137 volumes of study documents and electronic 
datasets containing Sections 11 and 12, the Case Report Forms and Case Report 
Tabulations.  The sponsor submitted complete study reports for their pivotal pediatric 
clinical efficacy trial, WV15758.  This study included safety and efficacy data 
derived from 698 children enrolled in the trial, 342 of whom received at least one 
dose of Tamiflu suspension.  Supportive safety and efficacy data was included from 2 
pediatric treatment studies: WV15731, a small pilot study enrolling 10 children, and 
WV15759/WV15871, a larger combined study enrolling 335 children with known 
asthma.  Pharmacokinetic and safety data were submitted from 3 single dose studies, 
NP15826, NP15881, and NP15912. Additionally, since adolescents 13-17 years of 
age were enrolled in some of the adult trials, study reports were submitted for the 
adult efficacy trial M76001 and the adult prophylaxis study WV15799.  These 
adolescents were included in the sponsor’s safety database. 

Safety and efficacy data from the CRTs was submitted in electronic format (as SAS 
transport files) to the CDER Electronic Document Room.  Because the electronic 
files were very large and cumbersome to manipulate, the sponsor was asked to 
provide some of the primary endpoint data in a more easily manipulated format as a 
reviewer’s aid. This supplemental submission contained no new data or analysis.  
The review team also requested copies of the CRFs for all children who were 
diagnosed with OM during the trial and this information was submitted separately.  

Table 1: Studies included in the pediatric NDA submission 

Study Description Dose Groups Strata Ages 
(years) 

Number Enrolled 
(received Tamiflu) 

Pediatric Studies: Suspension formulation 
WV15758 Pediatric Placebo Otitis 1-12 695 (342) 

treatment 2 mg/kg BID media 
WV15759/ Pediatric Placebo Asthma 6-12 335 (170) 
WV15871 treatment (with 2 mg/kg BID severity 

asthma) 
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WV15731 Pediatric dose 
ranging, PK 

1 mg/kg BID 
2 mg/kg BID 
3 mg/kg BID 

Age 1-12 10 (10) 

NP15826 Pediatric single 
dose PK 

Placebo 
2 mg/kg 

None 6-18 18 (18) 

NP15881 Pediatric taste 
test 

2 mg/kg None 6-12 28 (28) 

NP15912 Pediatric taste 
test 

2 mg/kg None 6-12 12 (12) 

Adult Studies in which Adolescents were Recruited:  Capsule formulation 
M76001 Time to 

treatment start 
Placebo 
75 mg BID 

None 13-80 140 (94)* 

WV15812/ 
WV15872 

Treatment of 
chronically ill 
adults 

Placebo 
75 mg BID 

COAD > 13 8 (4)* 

WV15799 Post-exposure 
prophylaxis 

Placebo 
75 mg QD 

None > 13 206 (111)* 

*Refers to number of adolescents 13-17 years enrolled. 

I. B. NDA 21-087, SLR 016 and NDA 21-246, SLR 010, submitted December 23, 
2003, review completed June 21, 2004 

This submission contains proposed labeling in response to findings reported from 
juvenile animal toxicology studies previously submitted to the Division (IND 53,093, 
SN 268, dated December 19, 2002) and discussed on several occasions with the 
sponsor. The submission was also accompanied by a Request for Pediatric 
Exclusivity Determination (dated January 14, 2004).  The new labeling submitted in 
the SLRs was intended to fulfill the requirement for new pediatric labeling described 
in the provisions for exclusivity contained in the BPCA, 2002.  No new data were 
submitted with these SLRs.  New labeling relevant to pediatric patients was based on 
the results of juvenile animal toxicology studies.   

II. Summary of Study Results and Conclusions 

II. A. NDA 21-246, SN 000 

This NDA submission contained data from one large, well-controlled study of 
Tamiflu suspension for treatment of acute influenza-like illness in otherwise healthy 
children from 1 to 12 years of age and supportive data from a second study in 
children with known asthma ages 6 to 12 years.  Safety data on the use of Tamiflu in 
adolescents drawn from previously reviewed adult treatment and prophylaxis studies 
was included for completeness.  The submission was generally well organized and 
clearly presented, although the electronic datasets were somewhat cumbersome to 
analyze using FDA software.   
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Review of the pivotal pediatric trial, WV15758, revealed that children with influenza 
receiving Tamiflu suspension within 48 hours of the onset of flu-like illness 
experienced a 1.5 day median reduction in the calculated time to freedom from illness 
compared to children receiving placebo.  This modest improvement in the length of 
illness was similar to that seen in the adult treatment trials of Tamiflu.  Children 
enrolled in the trial who did not have influenza derived no discernable benefit from 
Tamiflu.  Therefore, the median benefit was somewhat less (approximately 1 day) 
when the analysis included all children in the study population and not only those 
with proven influenza. While 1.5 days may not seem much of an improvement in a 
generally self-limited viral infection, for parents of miserable children it may be well 
worth the extra expense and minimal risk of the medication.  The sponsor provided 
additional analyses of secondary endpoints of duration and severity of symptoms that 
also suggested a significant drug effect.  The review team concurs with these 
assessments and agrees that Tamiflu provides benefit in terms of the extent of 
symptoms of influenza. 

The treatment benefit of Tamiflu was most notable for subjects with documented 
influenza A.  Unlike the adult trials, in which very few subjects had influenza B, the 
pediatric trials provided a sufficient number of patients with influenza B to assess 
antiviral efficacy in this subpopulation.  While the treatment effect was not as marked 
in this group of children, the improvement in the primary endpoint was still 
significant. 

Among the secondary and tertiary efficacy endpoints for this study were assessments 
of specific secondary infections and use of antibiotics.  The sponsor attempted to 
track bronchitis, OM, pneumonia and sinusitis during the trial and then determined if 
these events and the need for antibiotics were prevented by the use of Tamiflu.  
Unfortunately, the diagnostic criteria for these events were left entirely to the 
individual investigators and confirmatory testing was not done in all patients.  This 
was particularly troublesome in the tracking of OM since the sponsor had made 
additional efforts to stratify children at study entry according to OM status, collect 
this data and analyze it separately. The sponsor’s analysis supported their claim that 
Tamiflu prevented the development of OM.  However, in applying relatively liberal 
but uniform criteria for the diagnosis of OM the review team could not confirm a 
significant difference in either the development of OM or the use of antibiotics 
between the 2 treatment groups.  There were still numerically more cases of probable 
OM in children receiving placebo but the numbers were small.  This reviewer 
suspects that Tamiflu may provide a beneficial effect in preventing cases of 
secondary OM but the protocol design and data collection did not adequately support 
this claim.  The sponsor’s late assertion that they were attempting to decrease the 
incidence of viral (influenza) OM in the study population did not provide any 
resolution to these discrepancies.  Neither the protocol nor the analysis plan discussed 
differentiating viral and acute bacterial OM or provide clearly defined diagnostic 
criteria for either.   
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In study WV15759/15871, children with chronic asthma were enrolled in a study of 
similar design.  This study failed to enroll adequate numbers of children to be 
powered to show a difference in Tamiflu compared to placebo.  A small numerical 
improvement in time to freedom from illness did not reach statistical significance.  It 
is interesting to note that there were accompanying small improvements in some 
measures of pulmonary function in the children receiving Tamiflu, although no 
difference in number of asthma exacerbations was identified between treatment 
groups. Tamiflu did not seem to have any adverse effect on the asthma status of 
children who received it.  Because the study was not fully enrolled, it was not 
possible to interpret any differences in the secondary endpoints. 

The overall safety profile of Tamiflu in children from 1 to 12 years of age was well 
characterized.  Vomiting, the major toxicity identified in the adult trials, was also 
relatively common in children.  In general, children with influenza infection have 
more vomiting as part of their illness than is observed in adults.  Thus, the incidence 
of vomiting in both the placebo and Tamiflu groups was higher than observed in the 
adult trials. The difference in rates of vomiting between the 2 groups was similar to 
that seen in adults.  Other adverse events occurred so infrequently that it was not 
possible to identify patterns specific to Tamiflu use.  No significant laboratory 
abnormalities could be attributed to the use of Tamiflu in children.  A small but 
significant proportion of children in both treatment arms experienced low WBC 
during the study but this may have been due to the underlying effects of viral illness.  
A summary of the safety data obtained from adolescents enrolled in the adult 
treatment and prophylaxis trials revealed no differences in the safety and tolerability 
of Tamiflu in this age group compared to either younger children or adults.  

A major safety concern is in the potential emergence of mutant influenza virus 
resistant to the neuraminidase inhibitors.  As was seen in earlier anti-influenza drug 
studies, the rate of resistance identified in the pediatric trials (8.6%) was much higher 
than that observed in the adult trials (1.3%).  The mutant viruses were predominately 
identified in subjects who were infected with influenza A H1N1 and, to date, no 
mutant influenza B has been isolated.  The sponsor asserts that mutant viruses are less 
pathogenic than wild type influenza, basing this belief primarily on in vitro data.  
While the number of children with resistant virus was small, the median time to 
freedom from illness in this subgroup was somewhat longer than that in the larger 
group of children with documented influenza receiving Tamiflu.  It also appeared that 
the mutant virus may be shed at high titers in some subjects before being cleared.  
Therefore, this reviewer has not been reassured that these viruses are harmless to the 
general population. The pediatric studies were not designed to determine if there was 
secondary spread of the mutant viruses to household or other contacts so there is no 
data regarding transmission of these viruses in vivo.  Since these mutations involve 
the neuraminidase enzyme and to a lesser (but undefined) extent the hemagglutinin, 
there are also theoretical concerns that they could be antigenically distinct from wild 
type influenza.  The review team believes that it will be of critical importance for the 
sponsor to further characterize these mutant viruses, the course of clinical disease 
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associated with them, their potential for transmission in households and the nature of 
the antibody response to them compared to wild type influenza.   

The sponsor proposed fixed dosing recommendations for Tamiflu suspension based 
on children’s age. Although early PK studies showed a linear decrease in clearance 
of Tamilfu with age, clinical trials were done with all children receiving a dose of 2 
mg/kg. The sponsor’s dosing recommendations would have given some children in 
the younger age group doses of 2.5-3.0 mg/kg depending on body weight.  These are 
doses for which we have no pediatric safety data. Drug exposure was, however, 
probably in the same range as that measured in the adult trial in which a dose of 150 
mg BID was evaluated.  The adult study showed no difference in safety profile of 75 
mg BID, the currently approved dose, and 150 mg BID.  Given the drug’s good safety 
profile, the review team suggested that a fixed dose based on weight would be 
acceptable as we projected that potentially fewer children might receive doses higher 
than the 2 mg/kg BID studied in clinical trials.  

In summary, the sponsor has presented the results of a large, well-controlled pediatric 
study that confirms the benefit of Tamiflu oral suspension in the treatment of acute 
influenza in children older than 1 year of age.  Supportive data from a study of 
children with chronic asthma reveals no evidence of worsening of asthma related to 
Tamiflu use. Previous adult trials enrolling adolescents revealed no differences in 
safety or efficacy in this age group. No significant safety concerns would preclude 
the use of Tamiflu in children, although there is heightened concern about the 
emergence of influenza virus resistant to the neuraminidase inhibitors. 

II. B. NDA 21-087, SLR 016 and NDA 21-246, SLR 010 

In IND 53,093, SN 268 the sponsor provided the final study report for a toxicology 
study conducted in juvenile rats.  In the first stage of this study, rat pups were 
administered a single oral (gavage) dose of 500, 700 or 1000 mg/kg of Tamiflu at 
either 7, 14, 24, or 42 (adult) days of age.  Significant morbidity and mortality were 
seen in the cohorts of 7-day old pups receiving 700 and 1000 mg/kg.  There were no 
clinical signs of illness or mortality in 7-day old pups receiving 500 mg/kg.  Much 
more limited morbidity and only a single death were observed in the cohorts of 14-
day old pups receiving 1000 mg/kg.  Other than one drug administration related 
death, there were no clinical signs of illness or deaths reported in pups older than 14 
days. The report states that no treatment-related histopathologic findings were 
identified in any tissue including brain.  

Cmax and AUC of oseltamivir and its active metabolite, Ro 64-0802, in plasma were 
highest in 14-day old pups (slightly lower in 7-day olds) and dropped off in the older 
rats. The pro-drug was higher than the active metabolite over the first 10 hours of 
sampling in the 7 and 14-day old rats, while the reverse was true in the 24 and 42-day 
old rats. In brain tissue, drug concentrations decreased dramatically with the age at 
which the rats were dosed.  Cmax and AUC of oseltamivir in brain tissue were 1500-
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fold higher in 7-day old pups compared to the 42-day old (adult) rats.  Brain levels of 
Ro 64-0802 were < 10-fold higher in the younger rats than the older ones. 

The sponsor attributed the increased rat pup mortality to excessive concentrations of 
oseltamivir and its active metabolite in the immature rat brain.  The DAVDP Review 
Team believed that there was poor correlation between the juvenile rat physiology 
and human infant physiology and that there was > 800-fold safety margin in terms of 
drug levels when the rat data was compared to the known PK in infants > 1 year of 
age. Although we agreed with the sponsor that neonates should probably not receive 
Tamiflu, it was considered unlikely that infants older than 3-6 months would be at 
significant risk. However, it was acknowledged that there was no definitive way to 
extrapolate the juvenile rat data to infant humans and no way to clearly define the 
risk. It was also acknowledged that this information would need to be communicated 
in the Informed Consent Form and the study would likely be very difficult to enroll.  
After learning the results of the juvenile rat study, the previous study site for the 
proposed infant study had withdrawn from the study.   

The results of the juvenile toxicology studies were discussed within the Division and 
with the sponsor via teleconference. The sponsor requested a revision of their 
Written Request for Pediatric Studies for Tamiflu (issued March 1, 2000) to delete a 
study to be completed in infants < 1 year of age.  The results of the animal studies and 
the sponsor’s request were discussed with the FDA’s Pediatric Implementation Team.  
At the end of these discussions, the Review Team believed that the sponsor had 
fulfilled all other components of their Written Request and that it was not reasonable 
to continue to require further study in infants < 1 year of age as a condition of the 
Written Request.  The PdIT endorsed this position and approved our recommendation 
to amend the Written Request to delete the young infant study (meeting dated August 
27, 2003). The amended Written Request (issued November 25, 2003) did require 
that the results of the juvenile animal studies be incorporated into the label. 

III. Summary of Labeling 

III. A. NDA 21-246, SN 000 

The original NDA 21-246 submission provided pediatric data for inclusion in the 
product label for Tamiflu.  This NDA provided the basis for extending the indication 
of Tamiflu for the treatment of uncomplicated influenza infection in patients 1 year 
and older. This labeling included pediatric pharmacokinetic data in the CLINICAL 
PHARMACOLOGY section, a description of the pivotal pediatric clinical trial and 
efficacy results in the INDICATIONS AND USAGE section, a summary of the safety 
data from the pivotal pediatric trial in the ADVERSE REACTIONS section, and 
dosing recommendations for pediatric patients > 1 year of age in the DOSAGE AND 
ADMINISTRATION section.   
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III. B. NDA 21-087, SLR 016 and NDA 21-246, SLR 010 

The proposed label revisions in this submission contain a summary of the juvenile 
animal toxicology studies as requested.  The Review Team recommends that this new 
ANIMAL TOXICOLOGY section be positioned immediately following the Pediatric 
Use section to emphasize its association with infant dosing.  However, because of the 
uncertain clinical significance of these findings for human infants, we have also 
suggested that the precautionary statements use less definitive wording regarding the 
use of Tamiflu in infants < 1 year of age.  The Review Team raised concerns that if 
an influenza pandemic strain emerged in the future, the possible benefit of the use of 
Tamiflu in young infants might outweigh the risks.  We recommended that the label 
state Tamiflu “is not indicated” for the treatment or prophylaxis of influenza in 
infants < 1 year of age rather than “should not be used” and that a statement be 
included regarding the uncertainty of extrapolating juvenile animal data to human 
infants. 

IV. Summary of Post-Marketing Commitments  

IV. A. NDA 21-246, SN 000 

The following list of Phase 4 commitments was proposed and agreed to by the 
sponsor. Most of these requests involved additional evaluation of Tamiflu-resistant 
influenza isolates. 

• Using all available resistant clinical isolates from both adult and pediatric 
trials, evaluate these isolates for cross-resistance to other neuraminidase 
inhibitors. Isolates should also be characterized for the emergence of drug-
dependent variants. 

• In future clinical studies (treatment or prophylaxis) further characterize the 
clinical aspects of infection with influenza resistant to neuraminadase inhibitors in 
children including: manifestations and duration of clinical disease, transmission 
within households or to other contacts, and virological characteristics of the 
isolates including detailed assessments of the kinetics of growth and clearance of 
resistant isolates. 

• Complete additional studies to evaluate the antibody responses to both wild-
type and resistant influenza with respect to their cross-protective potential. 

• In additional studies, further evaluate the oseltamivir PK profile (not sparse 
sampling) of the to-be-marketed dose of Tamiflu suspension in children younger 
than 5 years of age. 

IV. B. NDA 21-087, SLR 016 and NDA 21-246, SLR 010 
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No Phase 4 commitments were requested after review of this SLR.  

V. Recommendations for Exclusivity 

The Review Team considered that all requirements contained in the Written Request 
issued on March 1, 2000, and amended on November 25, 2003, were fulfilled.  The 
studies conducted by the sponsor led to significant pediatric labeling for Tamiflu in all 
pediatric age groups including PK, dosing, safety, and efficacy data in pediatric patients > 
1 year of age.  Hoffman-La Roche, Inc. was granted pediatric exclusivity for Tamiflu on 
the basis of the submission of these studies and the resultant labeling on March 22, 2004.  
The labeling supplement incorporating the juvenile animal toxicity data and potential 
implications for human infants was approved on June 24, 2004.   

Linda L. Lewis, M.D. 
 Medical Officer 
 DAVDP/ODE IV/CDER/FDA 
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